POKER RUN

September 23rd

Valhalla 11 Lofty’s Lane Houghton 9.30 for 10.00 am start.

TO BEGIN WITH: Sorry to disappoint those of you thinking of Machines with
whistles and bells and hungry mouths that need feeding, this is not that However, it will involve parting with some of your well earned money and
playing cards, But you will get a chance to be a winner ….

The Plan: Start is from Valhalla (11 Lofty’s Lane Houghton)
To participate in this fun run you You will be asked to submit some sort of
money (depending on numbers ) it will be somewhere between
$3 and $5 per car .This will allow you to get the map and your first playing card.
You will be guided to 4 locations where upon each stop–you will be asked an
appropriate question to that location before receiving your next card.
5 stops in all – 5 questions – 5 cards (getting the hang of things ) Poker - !
Best hand - wins the kitty - (to be decided on the day!)

There is one rule and that rule is - Don’t get caught cheating!………(Penalties will
apply)
The Run will end up back at Valhalla for a sausage sizzle thing that we will
provide so please let us know if you are coming along to join the fun so that we
can work out how many sausages/ vege burgers etc to purchase etc etc

And please tell us if you have any special dietary requirements

contact Nick - mob 0418 853 981

Also Nick and I Have the right to change any of the rules and make up any thing we see fit to do so
on the day. We hold no responsibility for any events that may occur during this event that fall
outside the guidelines of running such an event as this. We ask that you all smile a lot, skip to the
loo and dance like no one is watching. One last thing ….. “Life is what happens when you are busy
making other plans”
Secondly you must follow all the motor vehicle guidelines set out by the South Australian
Government road traffic rules and treat your beloved MG with the due respect it deserves which
means not driving too fast – not mentioning any names …..Trevor and Garry …..and especially Nick!

